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The sound of a satisfied template 
or: an ode for academic interactions 
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1. Introduction 

 

▪  In this talk, I will recount how I have come to consider that vocalic expressions have 

templates, which as such seek to be satisfied (=filled). Here’s an example of how that looks from 

Tigre Harmony, from joint work with Joaquim Brandão de Carvalho: 

 

(1)  a. /ɜCu/  => [oCu]           b. /ɜCo/  => [oCo] 

 

     U           U       U   U    

 

 

 

 

 

  c. /ɜCa/  => [aCa] 

 

 

 

 

 

    

▪ The main evidence will come from the interactions of vowel quality and prosody in Biblical 

Hebrew.  

 

▪  But the story begins with another language spoken in the same region where Biblical Hebrew 

was, namely Palestinian Arabic. 

 

 

2. Prepausal lowering in Palestinian Arabic in Faust (under review) 

 

 

(2)  Palestinian Arabic vowel lowering in _C#  

 

a. [kútoˑb] ‘books’ c. [míseˑk] ‘he held’ 

 [kútub-oˑ] ‘his books’  [mísik-oˑ] ‘he held him’ 

 [kutúb-hoˑm] ‘their books’  [misík-hoˑm] ‘he held them’ 

b. [ʔúdroˑs] ‘study!’ d. [ʔíkteˑb] ‘write!’ 

 [ʔúdrus-oˑ] ‘study it!’  [ʔíktib-oˑ] ‘write it!’ 

 [ʔudrús-hoˑm] ‘study them!’  [ʔiktíb-liˑ] ‘write to me’ 

  

         

         

         

          

          

          

         

         

         

 Aperture  (=│A│) is an occupied slot. 

 Melody (=│I│,│U│) is situated on a 

different tier/dimension. 

 Either can spread to satisfy the template. 

 Vowel lengthens slightly and lowers 

 Limited to short vowel before final C, which 

are unstressed. 
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(3) Lowering is pre-pausal  

 

i. a.  [kútoˑb] 

  book.PL 

  ‘books’ 

 b. [ʔána ʃtaréː-t kútoˑb] 

  1SG   buy.PERF-1SG book.PL 

  ‘I bought books’ 

 c. [báʕad hay     l     kutúb     káːn-at            ħílw-eˑ] 

  among these  DEF book.PL  be.PERF-3FSG   beautiful-FM 

  

 

‘some of these books were beautiful’ 

ii. a.  [b-ikteˑb]] 

  imperf-write.3MSG 

  ‘he writes’ 

 b. [ħakáː-li                         ʔínnoˑ ʕam-b-íkteˑb] 

  tell.PERF.3MSG-DAT.1SG  COMP PROG-IMPERF-write.3MSG  

  ‘he told me that he is writing’ 

 c. [ʕam-b-íktib                       ɨl ʔamʔéːy tábʔat-o] 

  PROG-IMPERF-write.3MSG DEF MA       POSS-3MSG 

  ‘he is writing his MA’  

 d. [b-íkteˑb  (pause)     bas b-unʃúr-eˑʃ] 

  IMPERF-write.3MSG  but  IMPERF-publish.3MSG-NEG 

  ‘he writes but doesn’t publish’. 

 
(4)  Application of a final lengthening rule to /kutub/ 

  

 O N O N  O N   

 │ │ │ │  │ │   

 x x x x x x x   

 │ │ │ │  │    

 k u t u  b    

 
(5)  Application of final lengthening rule to /kutub/ and its realization as [kutoˑb] 

  

 O N O N  O N   

 │ │ │ │  │ │   

 x x x x x x x   

 │ │ │ │  │    

 k u t u A b    

 

 

 
 

▪  The analysis related length and complexity in terms of elements: one element is joined by 

another because it is lengthened. Therefore, it predicted that a lengthened /a/ would also mutate. 

 extra <x> cannot be occupied by spreading, 

because V-spreading in Arabic is lexical.  

 The position is licensed by FEN, must be 

occupied. 
 Elements I, U cannot be inserted: I cannot 

combine with U, and U would violate OCP. 

 A is inserted and lowers the vowel 
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▪ But the vowel /a/, while it is also half-lengthened, maintains its quality: [kátaˑb] ‘he wrote’. In 

that paper, I accepted this shortcoming without having anything to say about it… 

 

     Still, 

 

▪ There is something different about /a/ (or rather aperture). We know that aperture, but not 

frontness or rounding, interacts with prosodic structure, such length (here) and feet (dialects). 

 

▪   Since his PhD from 2006, Markus Pöchtragger has been developing a view according to 

which “A is structure”, whereas I,U are elements in the traditional sense. 

 

▪  My analysis of Palestinian does seem to support this claim: one can say that the branching 

itself is interpreted phonetically as A, and so A does not mutate when lengthened. But if it’s 

the branching that is expressed as aperture, then the logic of my analysis - insertion of another 

element because spreading is impossible - does not hold. 

 

 

3. 2700 years before that, at the same place 

 

▪  I noticed around me some “renewed interest” in Biblical Hebrew: I got an email calling for 

contributions about this language to a Brill volume, and Outi Bat El started teaching a course on 

the morpho-phonology of the language from a generative perspective in Tel Aviv University. 

 

▪  I started looking for something interesting. One thing that caught my eye was the alternation 

between [a] and [ɔ]. 

 

(6) [a]~[ɔ] in BH 

 

  a. ləβáːʃ ‘wear!’   b. hap-pil ‘the elephant’   

     ləvɔːʃ-éhu ‘wear it!’      hɔː-ħ
a
moːr ‘the donkey’ 

 

▪  This looked like the missing piece - here is an /a/ that alternates with [ɔː]! Exactly what 

Pöchtragger would not expect, but my analysis predicts! 

 

▪ But I was wary. This is a language whose vocalization was canonized around 900 CE, 700 

years after it stopped being spoken, probably on the basis of Traditional recitation.  

 

▪  A student in Bat El’s seminar, Daniel Asherov, wrote a seminar paper where he used my 

Palestinian analysis to analyze reduction patterns in BH, correlating complexity and length. It 

worked nicely but had some problems. 

 

▪  I had an idea - invite Asherov to write the paper with me for the special issue on Biblical 

Hebrew (and maybe make seniority work in my favor). A shared worry is less of an individual 

worry. But he was too busy and left it to me. I was therefore still wary. 
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3.1. The template 

 

▪  A few months prior to this I was asked by Shanti Ulfsbjorninn to write a paper on the structure 

of elements. I had some interesting data from Tigre vowel harmony and decided to give it a go.  

 

▪  In that language, /ɜ/ becomes [a] whenever it preceds an /a/, and [o] when it precedes /o/ or /u/. 

The unfinished Lowenstamm and Prunet (1986), treating only the first case, use headedness to 

describe the underlying difference between the two low vowels: 

 

(6)  Lowenstamm and Prunet on lowness harmony 

  

 Unheaded A = [ɜ]  Headed A = [a]  

 

▪  They describe that as headedness harmony. By analogy, so would be the /ɜ/=>[o] harmony.  

 

 Unheaded A = [ɜ]  Headed U = [u] Combination A.U = [o] 

 

▪  But then this must mean that in an /ɜ/ that mutated into [a], there is an A head and a dependent 

A:   

Unheaded A = [ɜ]  Headed A = [a] Combination A.A = [a] 

 

▪  Because the same element seemed to be able to be both head and complement, I concluded that 

elements may be independent fro their positions, which are templatic: 

 

(7) Tigre Vowel harmony in Faust (under review) 

 

  a. /ɜCa/  => [aCa] 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  a. /ɜCu/  => [oCu] 

  

 

 

 

 

 

▪  This analysis excited the imagination of Joaquim Brandão de Carvalho, who also was thinking 

about vocalic expressions as templatic. 

 

▪  Joaquim and I devised a version of the templatic analysis which will integrate the differences 

between A on the one hand and I,U on the other.  

Head    A    A   

           

Dependent  A      A   

Head    U    U   

           

Dependent  A      A   
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(8) The six-vowel system of Tigre  

 

 a.       b.       c.               d.  e. f.      g.      h.       i.        j. 

                       I         U      I   U          

                      Tier 2  

                        

                      Tier 1  

 

                      /i/      /u/      /e/      /o/      /ɜ/     /a/     [ɨ] (epenthesis) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

▪  Having all this in mind, I returned to the data of Biblical Hebrew and Palestinian Arabic 

 

 

3.2. The data from Biblical Hebrew 

 

▪  Biblical Hebrew has  seven vowels: /a,i,u,e,ɛ,o,ɔ/. All except [ɛ] can appear in the canonical 

stressed position V́ːC# (where they are presumably long, Khan 2013) (9a). [ɛ] appears stressed 

(and presumably short) only in the penultimate position (9b). 

 

(9) Facts of Biblical Hebrew 

 

a. gɔːðáːl ‘he grew’  b. dɛ́lɛθ ‘door’ 

 gɔːðóːl ‘big’   pɛ́ɣaʕ ‘hurt’ 

 hiɣdíːl ‘enlarge’     

 hitgaddéːl ‘pose as great’     

 ʕɔːṣúːm ‘enormous’     

 lɔːβɔ́ːn ‘white’     

 

▪  There are many vowel alternations in Biblical Hebrew. A central phenomenon in this language 

is open syllable lengthening as a result of compenstaory lengthening.  

 

▪ For the two high vowels /i,u/, the lengthening is accompanied by lowering. For the low /a/, 

lengthening implies raising and rounding to [ɔ], but only in unstressed position. If the vowel is 

stressed, it remains unchanged. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Aperture  (=│A│) is an occupied slot. 
 Melody (=│I│,│U│) is situated on a 

different tier/dimension. 

 Either can spread to satisfy the template. 
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(10) Compensatory lengthening and the vowel  

 

a. Base UR     

 /ʔimm/ ʔéːm ‘mother’ ʔimm-ó ‘his mother’ 

 /ħuqq/ ħóːq ‘law’ ħuqq-íːm ‘laws’ 

 /kapp/ káːφ ‘palm’ kapp-áj
i
m ‘palms’ 

 

b. Template     

 QiTTeːL ʃibbéːr ‘he crushed’ beːréːx ‘he blessed’ 

 QuTTaːL ʃubbáːr ‘he was crushed’ boːráːx ‘he was blessed 

 QaTTeːL ʃabbéːr ‘crush!’ bɔ:réːx ‘bless!’ 

 

 

 

 

 

▪  On the one hand, the missing link was found: 

       /a/ also alternates when lengthened! 

   On the other, a special status is still reserved for /a/ 

       /a/ is the only sound that stress protects. 

 

▪ The analysis will have to explain both issues! 

 

 

4. Analysis of Biblical Hebrew Vowel alternations 

 

▪ In the system proposed by Joaquim, the more vowels a language has, the bigger its templates 

can be.  

 

  

(11) The seven-vowel system of Biblical Hebrew 

 

 a.       b.       c.       d.          e.        f.      g.       h.       i.        j.       k.        l. 

                            I         U        I         U      I        U         

                           

                           

                         Tier 2  

                           

                         Tier 1  

 

                          /i/      /u/      /e/      /o/      /ɛ/     /ɔ/       /a/     [ə] 

 

 

 

 

 /i,u/ lengthen to [eː,oː] 

regardless of stress. 
 /a/ lengthens to [ɔː] 

 but 
 stress protects [a] from 

alternating 

/r/ cannot geminate in BH, so 
there is degemination and 
compensatory lengthening 
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▪  But all vowels are not found in all positions.  

Stressed V́C# position:   all but [ɛ] 

Unstressed Open syllable (pretonic):  all but [ɛ] and [a] (which goes to [ɔ], 10b) 

closed syllable:    essentially only [i,u,a] (in some specific cases [ɔ,ɛ]).  

 

(12) Hypothesis on Template size 

 a. Templates in strong positions (stressed/open syllables) must have three slots. 

 b. templates in weak position (closed syllables) cannot have three slots. 

 

(13)  /birreːx/ => [beːréːx]     (14) /burraːx/ => [boːráːx]      

         

    

 I  I 

    

    

    

 

 

(15)   No spreading    (16) /barreːx/ => [bɔːréːx]  

 

    

 I  I 

    

    

    

 

 

▪  There is no special reason that Hebrew satisfied the template with U, rather than I or rather 

than lexical occupation (which is not like spreading!). This is just one possibility predicted by the 

model, and it is attested.  

 

▪  One must now explain why stressed /a/ does not become /ɔː/. This is easy to do if one accepts 

two premises:   

1) aperture and melody are different dimensions 

   2) Stress has protective influences over segments (OT: FAITHSTRESSEDX) 

 

(17) Stress effect of vocalic template 

 In in Biblical Hebrew, stress seals the templatic dimension of vocalic expressions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 U  U 

    

    

    

    

   U 

    

    

    

Hebrew satisfies 
template with U 
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(18)  /ʔimm/ => [ʔéːm]     (19) /ħuqq/ => [ħoːq]      

         

    

 I  I 

    

    

    

 

 

(18)   No spreading    (19) /káːf/ =< [kaːf], *[kɔ́ːf] 

 

    

 I     I 

    

    

    

 

 

▪  One advantage of the analysis is that it is able to explain vowel reduction, which occurs when 

a syllable is closed or loses stress, and as a result shortens. 

 

  i=>i  u=>u  No reduction 

e=>ɛ  o=>ɔ    +ATR(higher) => -ATR (lower) 

  ɛ=>a  ɔ=>a  -ATR(lower) => low 

  

(20) Vowel reduction patterns 

 

 Base UR strong position weak position 

/e/ /beːn/ béːn ‘son’ bɛ̀n mɛ́lɛx ‘his mother’ 

 /jeːʃéːb/ jeːʃéːβ ‘he shall sit’ waj-jéːʃɛβ ‘he sat’ 

/o/ /kóːl/ kóːl ‘the whole’ kɔ̀l hɔː-ʕɔ́ːm ‘all the people’ 

 /jɔːqóːm/ jɔːqóːm ‘he shall rise’ waj-jɔ́ːqɔm ‘he rose’ 

/ɛ/ /joːnɛqt/ joːnɛ́qɛt ‘sprout’ joːnaqti ‘my sprout’ 

/ɔ/ /jɔːd/ jɔ́ːð ‘hand’ jàð jehoːwɔ́ː ‘the hand of god’ 

      

/i/    ʔimm-ó ‘his mother’ 

/u/    ħuqq-íːm ‘laws’ 

 

 

▪ The opposite of lengthening/enhancement, reduction can be regarded as the sizing down of the 

template by one empty (=melody-associated) slot: 

 

 

 

 

    

 U      U 

    

    

    

     

    U 
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(21)  /beːn/,koːl/ => [bɛn, kɔl]     (22)  /joːnɛqɛt, jɔːd/ => [joːnaqt..., jað]      

         

    

 I,U  I,U 

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

(23)  /ʔimm-o, ħuqq-íːm/ => [ʔimm-o, ħuqq-íːm]         

         

    

 I,U  I,U 

    

    

    

 

▪ Nice, isn’t it? 

 

 

5. Back to the present 

 

(24)  Palestinian Arabic vowel lowering in _C#  

 

a. [kútoˑb] ‘books’ c. [míseˑk] ‘he held’ 

 [kútub-oˑ] ‘his books’  [mísik-oˑ] ‘he held him’ 

 [kutúb-hoˑm] ‘their books’  [misík-hoˑm] ‘he held them’ 

b. [ʔúdroˑs] ‘study!’ d. [ʔíkteˑb] ‘write!’ 

 [ʔúdrus-oˑ] ‘study it!’  [ʔíktib-oˑ] ‘write it!’ 

 [ʔudrús-hoˑm] ‘study them!’  [ʔiktíb-liˑ] ‘write to me’ 

      

c. [kátaˑb] ‘he wrote’    

 [kátab-uˑ] ‘they wrote’    

 [katáb-naˑ] ‘we wrote’    

 

▪ Since there is only ever the addition of A, i.e. structure, one might add to Palestinian the notion 

of the sealing of the templatic dimension. While in Biblical Hebrew it was specific to stressed 

vowels, in Palestinian it would be generalized to any vowel. 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 I,U  I,U  

     

     

     

 

 

 

 

 

It must be assumed that this is 
realized as [ɛ,ɔ] rather than [e,o] 
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(24)  /u/,/i/ => [oˑ],[uˑ] /_C#    (25) /a/ => [aˑ] /_C# 

      

         

    

 I,U  I,U 

    

 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

▪ There is a correlation between length and complexity (PA, BH) 

 

▪ Expressions containing │A│ do not always escape this correlation. 

 

▪ Neverthless │A│ is special, and │A│ is structure (as in Pöchtrager 2006).  

 

▪ Therefore, │A│ might escape the correlation between complexity and length if the templatic 

dimension is sealed. 

 

▪ Talk to your colleagues. Tell them your scientific worries. Maybe they also have some, and 

maybe they are complementary. 
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